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Peace Coalition Plans To Talk With The Trustees;
Group Seeks Divestment of South African Holdings
By LYNN TRAVERS
Kenyon College's holdings, in
corporations with economic interests
in South Africa is a topic of great
concern to the members of the
Kenyon Peace Coalition. Members
of this organization hope to present
their views on the subject of
divestment of these holdings at the
meeting of the Board of Trustees to
be held this Friday.
Bryan Snyder, a member of the
group, described the petitions which
the Coalition is circulating this week in
hopes of presenting the signed
petitions to the Board. They read in
part, "We, the undersigned, do
hereby urge Kenyon College to divest
itself of its interests in corporations
which have financial holdings in
South Africa " The remainder
of the petition denounces the South
African policy of Apartheid, the
systematic oppression of the black
majority there, as inhuman. Snyder
states, "There is a moral issue in-
volvedhere."
The petitions will be circulated
until Friday afternoon, when they
will be collected for presentation to
the trustees. Snyder expressed the
group's hope to fill the meeting
place, tentatively Peirce lounge or
Weaver Cottage, with students sym-
pathetic to their cause. Kim Geiger,
also of the Coalition, adds that these
students plan to make a polite
presentation and "not intimidate"
the board. She admits that the setup
of the meeting, that of a panel of
trustees facing the students, is "not
most conducive for friendly debate."
article on the subject which appeared
in the May I, 1980, issue of the
Collegian, attempted to attend the
same meeting last year, but found
himself "shut out," in Snyder's
words. Until the article was
published, most students had no
Peace Coo/ilion member Kim Geiger collects a signature for the South African
divestment petition,
She adds that the group has "in- knowledge of the school's South
formation to back up our position," African holdings. Snyder feels that
and that they hope to present it if the this year, with organization, "it is
trustees have the desire to talk with tangible that we can get something
them. They plan to present "rational done." However, he adds, "the only
and moral reasons why these stocks chance to change the situation is this
should be divested." Friday."
Snyder also said that the Coalition The Reverend Lincoln Stelk has
seeks an organized response to the been an asset to this effort by the
meeting of the trustees, since last Coalition. According to Snyder, he
year's attempt was poorly organized. has been trying for a number of years
J. Stephen Bolhafner. author of an to determine why the school has these
Honors Scholars Are Optimistic As
The Program Enters Its Second Year
BySUZY APEL
With a new group of students and
all the signs of a successful year to
come, the Freshman Honors Scholar
program has begun its second year at
Kenyon. The new group consists of
six men and three women who have
been selected from over 80 ap-
plicants to receive a half-tuition
merit scholarship, which is renewable
all four years at Kenyon, and to
participate in weekly seminars during
their freshman year.
The weekly serrunars , usually
based on assigned readings, are
beneficial in that, each session, they
expose the student to a different
memberof the faculty and a different
department of the college.
When speaking about the program,
Provost Jerry Irish pointed out that,
"Other schools have merit
scholarships. Our program is more
apt 10 be different because of the
seminars. Through the in-
terdisciplinary nature of the seminars
we tend to attract a wide variety of
interests."
Mrs. York of the Admissions
Office explained that, "We felt we
Ought to offer something more than
the scholarship. We wanted to give
the group a chance to talk together
and exchange ideas, without an extra
COurseto carry.' _
The seminars have proven to be
Worthwhile. Sophomore Honors
Scholar Jenny Pyle stated that, "Last
year's seminars were helpful in in-
troducing me to Kenyon's complete
urogram and. gave me some in-
formation about the approach of all
the disciplines _ very important for
freshmen."
The new Honors SCholars expressed
the same enthusiasm about what
they've experienced to date. Rose
Brintlinger commented that "So far
It' , -s gone Verywell. Each seminar has
been enjoyable and totally different.
We're becoming more of a group -
relating more to each other. Every
professor has been so enthusiastic,
it's hard not to be."
Greg Polly agreed, "I definitely
think the seminars are worthwhile.
Even though Kenyon is liberal arts,
when you have a limited number of
classes you don't get to branch out as
much as you want to. Through the
seminars I can get exposure to
departments I probably wouldn't be
able to learn about otherwise."
Honors Scholars are chosen on the
quality of their application, which
includes much more than the
standard Kenyon application. Two
letters of recommendation from
faculty members are required, as well
as an essay designed to better
acquaint the selection committee
with the student. Grades are a
consideration, and so are SAT
scores. On the basis of these criteria
the applicants are narrowed to a
group of finalists who are invited to
the campus for faculty interviews.
Mrs. York stated that, "The final
selections are a result of the faculty
interviews. We try to schedule each
student for one interview with a
professor whose department the
student has expressed an interest in,
and one interview in a department
they didn't. This tends to promote a
good mix - the interviews are
weighted pretty heavily."
Mrs. York cited the Board of
Trustees as the force which initiated
and provides funding for the
program. The Provost is responsible
for organizing the seminars. Mr. and
Mrs. Irish recently enjoyed par-
ticipating in an art seminar.
The program last year was such a
success the sophomore Honors
Scholars hope to continue the
program this year in some manner.
The Provost expressed his interest in
continuation also, "I guess we didn't
think about what would happen next,
but I read Doug Dowd's article this
summer in the Alumni Bulletin and it
seemed to me that they (the
sophomore Honors Scholars) could
get together again this year and start
something off."
Sophomore Jerry Witschger ex-
pressed some of his ideas about what
should happen this year, "It's time
for us to initiate some activities on
our own. It's important, because we
lake it seriously. For example, the
night of the Chomsky lecture we
organized a meeting with Professors
Sacks and Fcnigsteln to get some
background before we went into the
lecture. It was a very spur of the
moment thing. 1 think these informal
get-togethers are more practical at
this stage."
With a year of experience and
accomplishment behind it, the
program seems to be launched again
with even more promise. Mr. Irish
stated, "The intention is to continue
the program indefinitely . We've
made it a regular part of our plans."
Mrs. York emphasized this by in-
dicating efforts by the Admissions
Office to further publicize the
program, "We're getting more and
more schools aware of the program,
and receiving increasing numbers of
requests for applications. We've
mailed 2000 letters and posters about
it to schools that have had favorable
contact with Kenyon in the past. One
particularly noteworthy point is that
half the students who applied for an
Honors Scholarship came here,
whether or not they got the
scholarship. This shows the
program's ability to attract good
students. Once they see Kenyon, they
want to come. I think that's the area
that's most pleasing."
holdings, Unfortunately, he will be
unable to attend this meeting due to a
schedule conflict with another
Coalition activity. Faculty Advisor
of the group, Franklin Miller, will
however. be in attendance.
On Tuesday evening, James
Luberkin from Oberlin University
came to Kenyon for a discussion on
this issue, led by Professors Rutkoff
and Brehm. Luberkin has been to
South Africa and has studied and
done research there, according to
Kelly Doyle, another member of the
~ Coalition. She also states that at Ober-
:;. lin there has been little recent action
~ taken in this area. A group of in-
~ terested students did succeed a few
~ years ago in getting that institution to
~ make no further investments in
i certain companies which were in
effect blacklisted for their South
African support. The University did
not divest itself of those holdings
which it already had.
Ms. Doyle adds that at Denison
University the president of that
institution is actively interested in
exploring that school's situation
relating to this issue, a direct contrast
to the other colleges, where the
questions have been raised largely by
the students.
While the Peace Coalition
ultimately seeks total divestment by
the school of all holdings in com-
panies with South African economic
interests, they first want to open
communication with the trustees on
the issue; this Friday's meeting may
be the first step in doing this.
Students Prefer SAG A to
Custom-Made Meals
By JODI PROTO
After serving the dining needs of
Kenyon for over six weeks, Custom
Management Corporation is still
lacking in student acceptance and
approval. According to a recent
Collegian poll in which 100 students
were asked ~o rate both SAGA and
Custom on a scale of 1 to 10, SAGA
consistently rated higher. However,
on the average, Custom was not
rated significantly lower than its
predecessor, usually only trailing
SAGA by one point.
The majority of students (58070)
gave SAGA a better rating than they
gave the new food service. On the
other hand, 121lJ'0 of the students
polled said they liked Custom better
than SAGA, and 301170 of the students
rated SAGA and Custom evenly. Out
of the 58 students who chose SAGA
over Custom, approximately 1911J'0
rated SAGA two or more points
better than Custom, with the other
81070 giving SAGA only one point
more than Custom, The rating which
occurred most often for SAGA was
6, for Custom, 5.
Neither of the two food services
received a particularly high grade.
The average for SAGA was 5.7 and
the average for Custom was 5.\.
With the scale ranging from 10
(excellent) to 1 (inedible), the results
indicate a general dissatisfaction
among students with both food
services. Neither received a rating
above eight, while the lows oc-
casionally went down to two.
Among the praises of the Custom
Food Service, many students listed
superior desserts as a major area of
improvement over SAGA, referring
specifically to the pies. Said one
sophomore,·"As long as they keep
having blueberry pie, they're great!"
Another agreed, "I love Custom
because they give plenty of pie."
Many students had complaints
about Custom's lunch menu,
claiming that they were "boring". "I
don't even bother going through the
line at lunch. All Ican stomach is the
salad and soup," said one senior who
chose SAGA over Custom. Another
student claimed that "all Custom's
main courses taste the same. Meals
should be exciting, but instead
they're boring." One junior
maintains that she found a fly in her
soup, and she hasn't been able to eat
the same kind of soup since the
incident. A freshman stated "I don't
know what SAGA was like, but with
this food service, it's really hard to be
a vegetarian."
Some complaints about Custom
which did not refer to the food were
slow service in the lines, a multitude
of flies in Peirce, and lack of
suggestion cards or boxes. The non-
food oriented complaint cited most
often was about the new combined
salad-line arrangement in Peirce. "If
you don't want salad, but you want
dessert, you' have to wait behind all
the people getting salads. it's
ridiculously inefficient for the people
who have to wait in line," stated one
student. Another person pointed out
"I never know if I want a salad or
not until I see the main courses."
Most students complained that it was
much slower.
Chuck Porter, Director of Custom
has stated that if students have any
complaints, they should consult the
management immediately and they
will try to alleviate problems as soon
as possible.
An/hony Burgess speaks Oil Ii(~ra/urr alld music lIS this year's John Crowe
Ransom Leclu~,(page 5) .
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On Divestment
The Trustees are arriving on campus for their fall meeting. As
Ms. Travers' article points out, the Kenyon Peace Coalition
wants to speak with the Trustees tomorrow about the College's
investments in companies that have financial interests in South
Africa. The Coalition has been circulating petitions which urge
the Trustees to adopt a policy of divestment from these com-
panies.
The Coalition has also been seeking student involvement in
the matter by distributing pamphlets which inform them of the
facts of the issue.
Kenyon College owns corporate bonds in at least three
companies which do business with South Africa. Specifically,
the College owns $260,000 in bonds in BankAmerica and
$154,000 in bonds in the J. P. Morgan Company, both of which
loan money to the South African government. Also, the College
holds bonds in the Pfizer corporation which has subsidiaries in
thai country.
The College's stocks in companies that have holdings in South
Africa include the General Motors Corporation, The Eastman
Kodak Corporation and the Gillette Company. Those in-
vestments total over $705,000.
Trustees at Oberlin University, Hampshire College, Ohio
University, and the Universities of Wisconsin, Massachusetts
and Michigan State have all been responsive to effons similar to
those of the Kenyon Peace Coalition toward divestiture.
The principle they have been acting upon is a moral one. By
divesting from holdings 10 a country with palpably
discriminatory social policies, they hope though economic
pressure to bring an end to such policies.
But what is at issue here? Is it simply the support or con-
demnation of a government because of its policies? Or is it the
effects of such policies on the people who live in that country? If
the latter, then perhaps a policy of total divestment is wrong.
Several American companies that do business in South Africa,
Gulf Oil for example, are actively attempting to change the
apartheid policies of that country by equal treatment of black
workers in wages, positions and promotions.
This stance addresses what is at issue more realistically and
fruitfully than a policy of total divestment. Kenyon's Trustees,
we feel, ought to listen carefully to the members of the Coalition
tomorrow. We recommend that they adopt a policy of social
responsibility and divest from those corporations which do not
strive to right social injustice in South Africa.
A Culinary Burden
A recent Collegian poll shows that students are unhappy with
the new food service. In fact, the majority of students polled
preferred the old service to Custom.
One of the major causes of discontent with Custom is the new
~erving arrangement in. Peirce Hall. The system is completely
inefficent and frustrating to students, especially during busy
lunchtime periods.
What was wrong with the previous system? Although
Custom's innovation is laudible in and of itself, they ought to
revert back to the previous serving arrangement to relieve us of
this culinary burden.
Further, many students feel that Custom has been
unresponsive to their requests for change in other areas.
OUf new food service should do better. If they do not, we
suggest that their contract be terminated at the end of this year.
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Concerts at Kenyon
To the Editor:
Denison, Wooster. Ohio Wesleyan
and John Carroll have sent the word
to Kenyon students that top musical
performers are appearing live and in
concert at their respective campuses.
The likes of the Talking Heads,
James Cotton, Breathless and Pure
Praire League have agreed to appear
at schools whose population and
tuition costs are similar to Kenyon's.
Thus, the inevitable question that has
been asked by some of us for four
years, is "when will such a concert
take place at Kenyon and why do I
always have to go elsewhere to hear
popular musicians?"
I think the time has come for the
Kenyon Social Board to trade in the
likes of the Jumpers and the Astra
Slavs for some top name en-
tertainers. Furthermore, it is time
that we quit using the lame excuse
that we can't afford the likes of the
Michael Stanley Band, etc. It is high
time that Social Board re-evaluates
their current schedule and tries to
eliminate the waste from their
program. They can begin throwing
out the campu-s parties that differ
only in name from fraternity parties.
From there they can then begin to
pool their money with other
organizations to co-sponser a "big
concert." My point is that there are
several unexplored means of raising
money for such a production at
Kenyon.
Kenyon would benefit greatly from
such a performance. Students from
neighboring schools who would
attend would provide valuable social
interaction. Also, others would have
a chance to share with us the things
we cherish at Kenyon College. Until
this happens may I suggest that the
Collegian add a weekly column that
provides the Kenyon student with a
concert review as well as ticket in-
formation and dates of nearby
concerts. So let's work together and
get on the ball to make Gambier a
concert stop for some top group. In
the meantime, "who needs a ride to
the ricketron outlet?"
Brian Berg '81
Chomsky Editorial_
To the Editor,
Your editorial of October 9 brings
up a few points which deserve more
extended discussion.
First, no formal request was made
for the use of Rosse Hall that
evening.
5econo, -Ihe-sponsOrs fe1t tnat the
Biology Auditorium was the ap-
propriate setting for the lecture.
.
Third, the Chamber Singers can
only rehearse in Rosse if they
rehearse as a group and can rehearse
at no other time, even on long notice,
because of numerous conflicts
among the 37 members of the group.
With careful, long range planning,
they can rehearse in sections
elsewhere, but not on short notice.
Fourth, Chamber Singers is a class
for academic credit, to be treated
with the same consideration as a class
held at 9:00 a.m., an afternoon lab,
or an evening seminar. None of these
is moved at the whim of whatever
number of students for whatever
activity.
Fifth, the college has limited
facilities for extracurricular events
and they cannot all be held available
at all times.
Sixth, the college has the facilities
for video-taping such lectures and
ought to have the facilities for remote
broadcasting of such events should
they prove more popular than the
capacity of the chosen locale can
stand.
Finally, one might suggest that
such lectures, attracting more than
200 but fewer than 400 (as this lecture
did) be scheduled in Bollon Theater.
It is more intimate than Rosse and its
acoustics for the voice are better.
Further, except during production
week, that facility ought to be
available, given sufficient advance
notice, for extracurricular events, as
is Rosse Hall. The Music Department
will be happy to defend its position
on any of these issues if the Collegian
would like to address itself at length
to the multiple problems of space,
curricular and extracurricular ac-
tivities and scheduling.
Yours,
Daniel V. Robinson
Chair
Department of Music
As the Faculty Member in charge
of arrangements for the Chomsky
lecture on behalf of the Department
of Philosophy, I can say that Prof.
Robinson's letter accurately
describes the situation as I un-
derstand it.
Cyrus W. Banning
Prof. Dept. of Philosophy
New Housing Idea
To the Editor,
It has been my experience that too
often students at Kenyon act in an
unfair, unkind, and inconsiderate
manner when they are taken out of
their immediate, segregated en-
vironment and are placed in perfectly
reasonable social settings containing
men and women. This transition
.from the single sex environment
offered by Kenyon's fraternities at
their own rush parties creates within
some a future shock and manifest
vulgarity. People in general all too
often forget to express respect for
one another but this seems par-
ticularly true for those unfortunates
who have not learned a lesson in
coexistance. This lesson can only be
taught whena truer blend of men and
women exists in our housing, and
when an entire end of our campus is
no longer so unfairly influenced by
its male population.
I believe that Kenyon's future
housing is exemplified by the French
Wing, Spanish Wing, the Con-
servation Co-op, Caples' Suites
floor, and the New Apartments.
President Jordan and other members
of Kenyon's administration could
show us their insight and leadership
by recognizing the inevitability of
this type of housing or by just giving
thought to this important problem.
Alexander Colt '83
Senate's Delay
To the Editor,
During its second meeting of the
current academic year, Senate
committed itself to a study of the
following issues: the regulations
governing fraternity work week'
student-faculty interaction; Dais
abatement; access for the han
dicapped; sororities at Kenyon; and
the common hour. During the third
meeting, those who proposed these
issues were asked to define tentative
aims of the investigations and to
suggest how Senate may exercise its
influence most effectively.
Unfortunately, the minutes of this
meeting do not reveal the context and
the intent of the motion to delay
discussion of program accessibility
for the handicapped, whom Senate
has by no means "casually
dismissed." On the contrary, Senate
proposed to invite Professor
Schupbach, who has explored the
matter with the Administration, \0
serve as consultant to an investigative
committee and to Senate as a whole.
On October 15 I reported several
reactions to the summary of tbe
discussion of access for the han-
dicapped. Senate, agreeing that the
statement is misleading, unanimouslY
decided to amend the minutes on
October 29.
Sincerely,
Mary E. Rucker
Chair of Senate
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Political
Forum
By BILL KOGGAN
South Africa is a moral
abomination which spits in the face
of even the most loosely defined
concept of human rights. The
nation's policy of Apartheid negates
the rights of blacks to self-
determination, freedom of ex-
pression, a decent education,
nutrition, employment, and just
about any other category that em-
bodies the rights of men,
The world has made impressive
strides in the elimination of in-
stitutional and cultural racism while
South Africa remains the last bastion
of this putrid example of man's
inhumanity. The Apartheid system is
a sepulcher for the aspirations of
twenty million black, colored, or
Indian people within South Africa,
The concept of Apartheid is the
brain-ehild of D.F, Malan. In 1948
he led his Nationalist party to vic-
tory. He had run twice before but
was unable to gain a majority
because of his support of Nazi
Germany. Ali he conceived it, the
purpose of Apartheid or South
Africa's policy toward natives was to
reduce tensions and increase the self-
reliance of the non-white population.
Of course the separation of the races
was essential, given that the
Afrikaners see Africans as inherently
inferior and as different from
themselves as "Christianity and
barbarianism" (Malan, '48).
The first step of the then new
government of South Africa was to
insure physical separation of the
races. With the enactment of the
Group Areas Act (1950) the whites
expropriated 87010 of the land for
themselves, including the portion
with gold deposits. The other 131170
· .....as to serve as homelands for the
non-white population. These tribal
"homelands, also known as bon-
tustans, serve as home for 80% of the
population. Blacks may reside within
the white territory if they are em-
ployed, but only in towns designated
for blacks. Soweto is one of the more
infamous examples of such a town.
The Popular Registration Act of
1950made it illegal for blacks to be
within the white area without a
passbook.
American Economic Activity in South Africa's
Denigrated Regime is Immoral and Unjustifiable
How can one fifth of the represent the black opinion, have all
population completely dominate the been systematically outlawed. In
other four fifths? Simple. South short, never in the 300 year history of
Africa is not a democracy, contrary South Africa has the black majority
to the propaganda you may have ever had a vote or even been polled
read. Pretoria runs one of the most on their opinion of the country's
effectively repressive states in t~e..:g;o~v;,,~n~m~,~n~,...... ...
world. It rigidly controls education,
copulation, habitation, and the
desemination of information.
The education of blacks is
regularly separate and unequal. As
one South African statesman put it,
"What's the use of teaching a bontu
child math if he will never use it?"
Interracial marriage was made illegal
in 1950 and by 1957 2,500 people
had been sent to jail for illegal
marriages. Habitation is controlled
by the hated passbook laws.
Furthermore, blacks in South
Africa are practically not citizens of
the "Republic" of South Africa, but
of their own homeland. It is there
that they cast votes for black leaders.
These are the same' 'prominent black
leaders" that American business and
the South African government call
upon to endorse the state's policy of
segregation. Those who are elected
and do oppose Apartheid are either
banned or tried as traitors or
communists. Such organizations as
the African Nationalist Congress, the
Pan-African Congress, and the Black
Peoples Congress, which do
all, ~Dll.. 1EA-reN''S S"""-.E-!
~OU$lIC:lJI.DLE....1lJo..l "1l) ~I~
I...JM'fI" ';j{:AJ'yE; GO,.. !!
The flow of information in South
Africa is also rigidly controlled.
From 1960-65, 419 journals,
newspapers and magazines that
showed even an inkling of opposition
to apartheid were closed down by
government mandate. In 1977 South
Africa's largest paper, "The
World", was closed down and its
editor "banned" for five years.
Banning is a common institution of
punishment in South Africa. It
retroactively and protractedly
prohibits all desemination of the
person's ideas, places him under
virtual house arrest, and disavows
him the right to be with more than
one person at a time, including
family members. Information
leaving the country is also rigidly
controlled. This is to insure that the
populations of South Africa's
western allies do not interfere with
the commercial relations between
international business and the
Pretoria regime.
Should all these measures fail, the
white South Africans still have their
trump card; its military. It is the
Anderson Candidacy Indicates Public's
Dissatisfaction with Traditional Parties
By SAMUEL ADAMS
It is clear to all but the blind and
the stubborn that John Anderson will
not be elected President in
November; yet he may be the most
important candidate of this election,
perhaps one of the most important
candidates of recent times.
Anderson's importance derives not
from who he is, but rather from what
he symbolizes.
Anderson is a symbol of the
electorate's growing dissatisfaction
with the candidates and platforms
preferred by the two major parties.
The Republican party, for example,
exercised sublime stupidity in its
~nn by failing to endorse ERA
(Which is more symbOlic titan suo]
stantial legislation anyway), and
.croved itself somewhat callous by
proposing an anti-abortion amend-
ment to the Constitution. Although
not all women favor ERA and the
righl to an abortion, a great number
do, and it is the responsibility of any
'par!y I~t¥e a more sophisticated
approach to theseissues~ven if in
ccrosinon. Yet a vast number of
~m~r!.cans will vote Republic~n on
ectlOn day because the incumbent
J!~i~ually_vapid; and, unlike its
opponent, the GOP, jfit is wrong, is
atleast adept at being wrong.
The Democratic party suffers from
a crisis in decisive leadership, as well
~ from a failure of its philosophy.
Jlltlmy Carter exemplifies the
mediocre and indecisive elements of
his party, and his impending defeat
to another rather mediocre can-
didate, Ronald Reagan, is testimony
to the gravity of his party's crisis.
The social programs developed by
the Democrats in the sixties have
largely proved to be dismal failures;
whether this is due to inherent faults
in the programs, or due to their
misapplication is another issue - in.
any case, for now, they have failed.
The proliferation of alternative
parties (the Citizen's party and the
Libertarian party are two of these)
substantiates the claim that
America's two traditional parties
have failed to provide the leadership
that Americans desire.
But the most powerful and con-
sequently the most important
alternative party in this year's
election is Anderson's Independent
party. This is not because Anderson's
proposals are any more sound than
either of his opponent's, (indeed
some, including the notorious fifty-
cent gas-tax 'proposal, are decidedly
less sound), but because his
proposals are different and strikingly
new. Some of his positions are clearly
superior to those of the traditional
parties, and it is possible to c0I!Elude
that the rather deft amalgamation of
some elements of the Republican
platform (tax-incentives, concern
about excess governmental
Legulill.io'!Lan~ some elements of the
Democratic platform (approval of
ERA, moderate defense stance) is
sometning which appeals to the 5-
15% of the electorate who plan to
vote for Anderson.
Despite the fact that Anderson will
not be elected come November, he is
and will remain of decisive im-
portance. On the other hand, the
strength of his showing will affect
(adversly, it is likely to suppose) the
showing of Jimmy Carter. On the
other hand (and this is of prime
importance), a strong Anderson
showing will deliver an ultimatum to
the two traditional parties. This
ultimatum will point to the need for
reform and revitalization of the two
traditional parties, which if nOI
tended to by 1984, may mean an even
stronger Independent party, and
perhaps, an Independent President.
The Republican and Democratic
parties are ailing, but they are not ill
beyond recuperation. What they
require is a reassessment of the in-
terests and attitudes they seek to
represent.
If they cannot resolve themselves
into organized. nationally-based
parties with more distinct identities,
then (since they will cease to have any
new and meaningful platforms) they
will be superceded by more energetic
and change-oriented parties.
The change which is really
adumbrated by the Anderson
campaign must be met by the
traditional parties if, in fact, they are
going to be able to offer leadership
which is realistic and consonant with
the interests of the nation.
finest army in Africa with
Israeli, American and internally
produced equipment. Included in
their arsenal is what they claim to be
the most lethal chemical weapons in
the world.
And things are not getting better.
Since 1974 when the government
stated its intentions to liberalize its
racial policy things have gotten
worse. On October 14th, 1977, the
government instituted its worst
political crackdown in 15 years.
Banned were: 18 major black
political, community, and religious
organiz ations , and the bi-racial
Christian Institute, a civil rights
group. Their financial assests were
also seized. Twenty two blacks died
while being detained, some without
charges during the period
surrounding the crackdown. The
most noted of this group was Steve
Biko.
Those who support American
investment in South Africa contend
that Apartheid is acceptable, since the
whites do have legitimate claims to
the territory and the blacks would kill
each other if they weren't kept apart.
American business has a
liberalizing influence on South
Africa and can help ameliorate the
condition of the blacks by providing
them with jobs, they claim,
South African investment is ap-
propriate American foreign policy
because of South Africa's staunch
anti-communist stance, is another
claim.
However, the whites do not really
have a legitimate historical claim to
the territory, at least no more than
the blacks. The blacks have been
there since the 5th century AD. Also,
the black tribes are closely akin. The
Zulu and Ahola tribes (11 black
population) even speak the same
language.
The second claim is more difficult
to assess. American business employs
only 80,000 blacks out of a
population of 20 million. Thus they
can only have a statistically minute
influence on the conditions of blacks
even if they did pay them wages equal
to the whites. American business
neither seeks to, nor is it in a position
continued on page eight
Iran is Inevitable Loser
in Persian Gulf Conflict
By BRYAN SYNDER
Iran and Iraq have been slowly
destroying each other for the past
month in a pact of economic suicide.
Oil refineries were immediate targets,
and after their obliteration both sides
find themselves faced with now
having to focus on fighting each
other's military. The Iranians are
particularly new to this task, but to
the amazement of some, are slowing
Iraqi attacks.
This war is hurting one country
primarily, a country with few friends
and the worst of enemies: Iran.
We will now take a look at all
the nations which benefit from the
Iranian demise.
Iraq, for one. A history of border
disputes and sandbox wars between
the two countries have always
problems within the Soviet Union
more easily controllable.
It is evident that the Soviets
preferred the Shah in power within
Iran rather than the new regime,
since under the Shah the region was
stable and predictable. So much for
Soviet revolutionary fervor.
On the economic side, the Soviets
can balance the trade deficit with
Iraq by re-supplying the Iraqi armed
forces.
The Soviets have not been on good
political terms with Iraq since they
botched a coup d' erat a few years
ago, and summarily watched thelIraqi left get executed by the military
regime. But arms sales to balance the
East European oil debts keeps the
rubles stable, and might heal past
suspicions.
Finally, there is a country which
strained relations. Iraq's dislike of
internal Shiite Islamic dissent,
agitated by the Ayatollah Khomeni,
has further intensified antogonisms.
Saudi Arabia strongly dislikes
revolutionary Islam as promoted by
the Iranian revolution. The
precarious status quo of the Saudi
monarchy is facing the growing pains
of a society nursed on petro-dollars
with growing classes and their
growing expectations. Similar
sentiments flow from the smallest
states and emirates under Saudi
military hegemony.
Israel encourages the demise of the
two uppity Arab states at once: this
fits the Israeli practice of dividing
and conquering pan-Arablsm.
As witnessed by this war, the Arab
states need very little help from
Mossad (Isr aelt-Intelhgence and
goon squad) to start the fighting that
makes a cohesive Arab front against
Israel impossible.
The Soviet Union can rest easier
now that a revolutionary Islamic
state on its southern border will be
neutralized. Perhaps Iran's
humiliation will stem from the tide of
revolutionary Islam and its
nationalist fervor which now keeps
them occupied in Afganistan. This
will also make internal Islamic
figures highly into this scheme. It's
culpability for complicity in starting
this war is not only possible but likely.
The champion of the status quo
world, the United States of
America, might just get out of this
war something that the crashing of
two army transport planes failed to
do: bargain for the release of the
U.S. Embassy hostages, who by now
should qualify for Iranian citizen-
ship, and speak fluently in the local
language. Overtures are being made
to unfreeze Iranian assets: and
provide military aide in the fonn of
spare parts if they cough up the
hostages, and all of this right before
the November fourth election! My,
my, my! Could Jimmy pull this off?
Americans can only speculate as to
their government's role in this war,
!!..utthis war does provide an outlet
for pent up anti-Iranian sentiment.
We don't give a damn about either
country. Nor do most people know
anything about Iraq and its ties to
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and the
United States. So we can not sit by
our television sets and root for the
Iraqis who were once rumored to be
communists, but we can sure root for
the demise of those fanatical Iranians
- a people that we don't know
anything about.
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This evening at 8 p.rn. in Peirce Lounge, Frederick Feirstein -
an award-winning poet, playwright, film writer, and psychotherapist-
will read in entirety his recently completed poem, "Manhattan Car-
nival." Regarding this work, Prof. Turner of the English Dept. writes,
"Manhattan Carnival" is an important event in American poetry. A
long narrative poem, it is as generous, powerful and funny as much
contemporary poetry is narrow, weak and dull. As its title implies, it is a
celebration of Manhattan - the Manhattan of Woody Allen and'
'Kojak'. It takes us on a roller-coaster ride through the city, giving us
both its endearing human energy and its apocalyptic sense of decay. The
tone of the poem is absolutely contemporary, but it is composed in one
of the strictest forms in English poetry - the heroic couplet. Its narrative
energy, its crowd of vivid characters, its bawdiness, and its delightful
satire are in the tradition of Geoffrey Chaucer, but its idiom is pure
86th street.
"At the same time "Manhattan Carnival" is a genuine romance in a
world where human relationships are falling apart; a moving story of a
man trying to talk his woman, who has left him, into coming b~ck: Its ,
climax is quite shattering. The poem is thought by some to indicate
a new direction in American poetry, and promises to be a remarkable
experience read aloud."
Indians, Germs Invade Hill
Two plays by Israel Horvitz, "The Indian Wants the Bronx" and "A
Play for Germs" will be performed in the Hill Theater this weekend.
The plays constitute the senior exercise in drama for Elizabeth
Smithson, Nick Bakay, and Robert Davis.
"The Indian Wants the Bronx" is a story of an East Indian (Tom
Preston) who gets lost in New York City and meets up with two neigh-
borhood kids. Liz Smithson directs the production.
"Germs," directed by Preston, is in a quite different vein. It is a
short comedy concerning two germs named Socrates and Aristotle
(Nick Bakay and Bob Davis). As to the exact plot - that's been sworn
to secrecy. Rumor has it is a very funny show.
Performances Friday and Saturday at 8:00; tickets $1.00, free with
!D.
Tufeld Exposes Soviet Life
All those who ever wondered about the true extent of oppression in
the Soviet Union will have the opportunity to speak to an insider
tomorrow night. Igor Tufeld, an Israeli emigree from the Soviet Union
will speak at a dinner discussion at 6:00 p.m. tomorrow in the Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
Tufeld, a 22 year old Political Science major at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem, left the Soviet Union in May of 1973. Before his emigration,
Tufeld actively protested against anti-Semitism in the USS~. He was
jailed for "hooliganism" in 1976as punishment for his participation in
a sit-in. Prior 10 this experience, Tufeld was hospitalized after being
beaten by true hooligans. He also suffered harrassment from teachers
who gave him low grades for being Jewish.
Tufeld's parent remain in the Soviet Union, but are "full of fear and
uncertainty about the future." Both parents have been removed from
their jobs. Tufeld's father, formerly a teacher at a "secret" institution
was prematurely released from the hospital after his son's emigration.
Tufeld hopes that his tour will pressure the USSr into allowing his
parents and others to leave their country.
Tomorrow's dinnerdiscussion, which is sponsored by the Union of
Jewish Students, will be a rare opportunity to get an authentic picture
of life in the Soviet Union.
War Inspires Discussions
On Monday evening, Oct. 27, the Student Lectureships Committee
presents a "war-inspired" program. It will begin at 8 p.m. in
Philomathesian Hall with (gal Roodenko, noted pacifist and former
chairman of theWar Resisters League, who will speak on "The Politics
of Pacifism,"
Mr. Roodenko is unquestionably one of the most unusual and in-
triguing people to visit Kenyon in recent history. His life as a pacifist
began with his refusal to aid the American war effort in WWII and a
subsequent 20 month prison sentence.
Following Mr. Roodenko's talk, we will move to Peirce lounge,
where at 9:30, Horace Coleman, poet and Vietnam war veteran, will
read a group of poems concerning his experiences in \lietnam.
Coleman, an Associate Professor of English at Ohio University, has
had poetry published in reviews, anthologies, newspapers, and most
recently, a book of his work, Between a R.oc~and a I-!ardP'~ce. .
His visit to Kenyon is prompted by his interest m P. SCI. 91 which
concerns America in Vietnam. In addition to the reading on Monday,
Coleman will appear in the P. Sci. 91 class Tuesday a.m. to discuss h~s
military experience, his perspective on the war, and to read more of hIS
Vietnam poems.
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Review Mirecourt Trio is Delightful
With Mozart, Brahms and SoUXJ,Sh
through nothing less than the per-
fection of dynamics and a j-are co-
operation of the performers.
The second work was Four
Seasons in Bellville, written by Rick
Sowash, a thirty-year-old Ohioan.
Program music to be sure, the piece
describes the seasonal progressions
of a small Ohio town. Although at
times a bit naive and contrived, theThe program' began with W.A. . .
work is evocative in its descriptions
~~~~~\'.s T~~i~ri~nb~ga~l~~ ~~lcc;J ~e10~?~:r:~~nr~~~~~sa;d~tsO~nr~~~
sonata-allegro form but, in the trio arrangement. Mr. Sowash was
development, introduced a melody present at the performance in Rosse
never to reappear in the movement. Hall and took several nervous bows.
The first movement focuses heavily The concert closed with Johannnes
on the piano part, handled with Brahms' Trio in C Major (Opus 81).
virtuosity by John Jensen. The piano A work which Brahms himself was One hopes that the stage of Rosse
continues to introduce the principal extremely satisfied with was one of Hall will be graced with such flawless
theme of each movement. The the few trios not to be destroyed by and artistic performance in the
performance was extremely tasteful the master. The work is dedicated to future.
OOOOOOOOOOOOODDODOOOODOOODboOCOOOOQOOODOOOOOOOODOOOOOO000000
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By MICHAEL LINDNER
The Mirecourt Trio, sponsored by
the Lectureships Committee, per-
formed works of Mozart, Brahms
and Rick Sowash on Tuesday night in
the first George Gund concert of the
year. The trio performed varied
works with a stunning unity.
Clara Schumann and is considered
one of Brahms' greatest creations.
This difficult "work is a standard of
the piano trio repertory and was
handled by the Morecourt Trio with
fluidity of movement. The com,
plicated and, demanding counter.
melodies of the violin and cello build
in the Andante movement to a
complicated folk theme and five
subsequent variations, handled with
ease by Kenneth Goldsmith, violin
and Terry King, cello.
The group performed the second
'movement of Rick Sowash's second
Trio as an encore.
This Week's Projections
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
• Goodbye,Mr. Chips •
Goodbye, Mr. Chips. Directed by
Herbert Ross. With Peter O'Toole,
Petulia Clark, Sir Michael Redgrave.
Color, 151 minutes, 1969. Fri. Oct.
24, 8 p.m., Rosse; Sat. Oct. 25, 10
p.m., Rosse.
Herbert Ross' version of Goodbye,
Mr. Chips is a semi-musical remake
of the 1939 classic love story. A
young musical-comedy actress
(Petulia Clark) forsakes the shallow
pleasures of the stage for the love of
Mr. Chips (Peter O'Toole), a stuffy
. Latin professor at an equally stuffy
boy's school. After their marriage,
Mrs. Chips has a profound
humanizing effect on her husband.
The first half of the film features
Pet Clark's charming voice, while the
second half presents a fine per-
formance from Peter O'Toole in
which he changes from an old stick-
in-the-mud, to a warm, witty man.
For his acting, O'Toole received his
fourth Oscar nomination in a period
of eight years.
The film will appeal to all
cinemaphlles and especially to those
who crave the nostalgic and the
romantic.
• The Runner Stumbles.
The Runner Stumbles. Produced
and directed by Stanley Kramer.
With Dick Van Dyke, Kathleen
Quinlin, Maureen Stapleton, Ray
Bolger, Tammy Grimes, Beau
Bridges. 1919, 109 min., USA. Fri.
Oct. 24, 10 p.m., Rosse; Sun. Oct.
26,8 p.m., Rosse.
Based on an actual incident that
took place in 1921 and adapted from
Milan Stitt's famous Broadway play,
The Runner Stumbles is the
penetrating story of a priest accused
of murdering a nun in his parish.
Dick Van Dyke stars as Father
Rivard, a middle-aged priest whose
small town existence is slowly
eroding his religious faith until a
young and enthusiastic nun enters his
parish. Unorthodox by Church
standards, Sister Rita (Kathleen
Quinlin of I Never Promised You A
Rose Garden fame) is energetic and
intensely human; her fervor rekindles
Rivard's faith and sparks a forbidden
love between the two.
Raising questions of strong moral
consequence without sacrificing the
drama of a murder mystery, The
Runner Stumbles presents a
provocative story enacted by a
powerful cast which includes
Maureen Stapleton and Beau
Bridges.
••• EISuper •••
EI Super. Directed by Leon Ichaso
and Orlando Jimenez-Leal. With
Raymundo Hidalgo-Gato. 90
minutes, 1919. Spanish with English
subtitles, in color. Sat. Oct. 25, 8
p.rn., Rosse; Sun. Oct. 26, 10 p.m.,
Rosse.
El Super and Woody Allen's
Manhatlan have a lot in common:
both came out about the same time;
both are set in New York City, which
is essential to the story; and for this
reason both have been wrongly
criticized as bein provincial. Here,
the two films differ. Manhattan was
a success in part because the cast is
comprised of bankable and
recognizable stars who enact a
thoroughly middle-class experience .
EI Super is just as interesting as
Woody Allen's film, but it was
doomed to failure because of its
working-class theme and unknown
Cuban and Puerto Rican actors.
Raymundo Hidalgu-Gato plays
Roberto, the homesick Cuban exile.
He refuses to learn English as a
matter of principle, so the only job
he can get is that of superintendent of
a large-tenement on the Upper West
Side. He sees members of his family
and friends drift away and become
assimilated into society. Though this
may sound grim, EI Super is funny
and touching but never slips Into
sentimentality. Hidalgo-Gam and the
other ss all contribute fine pet-
formances.
The film is not political; rather, it
is the realistic portrayal .of Cubans
and their lives in New 'Yolrk.El Super
is truly exceptional film that should
not be ignored any longer.
•••• Sleuth ••••
Sleuth. Directed by Joseph
Mankiewicz , written by Anthony
Shaffer, with Laurence Olivier and
Michael Caine; 139 min., 1912,
color. Wed. Oct. 29, 10 p.m.. Rosse.
Sleuth is the puzzle-solver's
paradise. The two characters throw
problem after problem at each other,
testing their wit and savvy. Spawned
by their intense hatred for each
other, the puzzles get more and more
deadly and the scene turns intricate
and exciting.
Sir Laurence Olivier is an upper-
crust Englishman who loves and
surrounds himself with games.
Michael Caine is his wife's lover who
wants Olivier to divorce his wife.
Olivier invites Caine over to discuss
the situation. But in order to win his
prize, Caine must show himself
competent. An evening of games
begins. However, Caine proves
himself more than competent and the
"games" take a deadly turn.
Both Olivier and Caine perform
extremely well in their respective
roles. Olivier, who is one of the
greatest actors of all time, is a
wonder to watch. His face is an ever-
changing portrait upon which is
painted surprise, awe, anger, and
frustration as Caine proves an able
adversary. Caine himself is a match
for Olivier in this film, and the movie
flows.
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KFS Still Waiting For Credits
By GREG POLLY
The co-directors of the Kenyon
Film Society, an organization long
part of the college's student-run
activities, had both exasperated and
enthusiastic words at a recent KFS
meeting.
Jay Anania, Dan Dietchweiler, Ed
Spodick and Dan Zeiser, heads of
this cinematic concern, are
responsible for programming and
projecting over 125 films per year. In
addition, the KFS submits weekly
film reviews to The Collegian and
annually publishes a poster listing the
upcoming films for the school year.
Heading this year's list are such
varied offerings as Tree of the
Wooden Clogs, The Groove Tube,
Tora! Tora! Tora! and Watership
Down. "We strive for diversity," the
directors explained. "There's
generally something on the schedule
to suit everyone's taste."
The price paid for this broad,
eclectic schedule is a great deal of
time and work. "It's a thankless
job," Spodick asserted, "but some-
one has to do it." Besides the chores of
reviewing and projecting films-and
scheduling other members of the KFS
for these tasks-they must wheel and
deal to get the best films for the best
prices. It is still, they mourn, an
imperfect science. Many companies
sen films in package deals-some of
which are bound to contain a few
dogs. Hence, the programming is not
simple. The KFS must not only avoid
schedule conflicts with other school
functions" but also, when possible,
choose the optimum time for
projecting a film. Historical films or
foreign language films, for instance,
might be shown to coincide with
course syllabi, or holiday slots can be
filled with an appropriately themed
movie. Other campus organizations
arrange for showings of special films
through the KFS, and the society is
responsible for what it called "special
projects," generally -indicating out:
of-the-ordinary films which require a
small admission charge. Presently
these projects are mostly confined to
films brought in conjunction with
speakers. The society hasworkedhard
to get A Clockwork Orange and All
the President's Men to complement
lectures by Anthony Burgess and
Carl Bernstein this semester. With
some luck, Kenyon audiences may be
treated to a Ronald Reagan film on
election day.
The KFS has its own "special
project" in the works as well.
"Although there are no severe
budget problems," explained Dietch-
weiler "we don't have the money
to bri~g the current first-run films to
Kenyon." For such cinematic treats
By LAUREN WEINER
On October 13, 14, 16 and 17,
,British author Anthony Burgess
presented the John Crowe Ransom
lecture series entitled "Dishar-
monious Sisters: Observations on
Literature and Music." At the outset
of the lectures, Burgess, sporting a
dark green suit and wide pink tie,
declared from the podium of a
moderately filled Rosse Hall that, as
a novelist, he could claim no
pretensions to scholarship. An
aspiring composer until he began to
write fiction at age 38, he said his
intensions were to "approach the
difficult subject of music and
literature empirically." To that end,
he interspersed his wide-ranging
observations with a voice of strining
force, and with frequent demon-
strations on the piano and readings
from pertinent texts.
The first lecture dealt with the
relationship between literature and
Popular musk. Burgess briefly
Outlined the course of literature's
debt to that presumably more plebian
art since the time of Shakespeare.
Important musical tones in Love's
Labor's Lost and King Lear, as well
~sa lute metaphor used by Lady
Macbeth ("Screw your courage to
the sticking place and we'll not
fail"), evince Shakespeare's ap-
preciation for and knowledge of
mUsic; however, literary scholars
have not been interested in tracing
the effects of such elements. He
pointed out that there was generally
very little music in literature from the
mid-17th century through the late
19th century, and during the latter
periOd "a deliberate ignoring turned
J.Illo a willed ignorance" of the
SUbject of music. British authors
arOundthe turn of the century would
cr~ate romantically brooding and
Wild-haired musician-heroes who
produced symphonies in 3 keys and
Chopin fuguesplayed on the violin.
In T .S. Eliot, Burgess finds a
literary artist who "did indeed
demonstrate a knowledge of the
extent of the frontier that existed
between music and his own art." The
Wasteland can be seen as a "musical
as well as a poetic collage" in that it
juxtaposes "high" and "low" forms
of music throughout; in the work; we
see (hear) allusions to Wagner's A
Parstfell and a ditty with the lyrics,
"Mrs. Porter and her daughter, who
washed their feet in _sodawater."
Endeavoring to question the
lowly status of popular music among
the arts, Burgess cited the lyrics of
Thomas Moore and Ben Jonson. He
felt that their words, sung today in
pubs and at evening gatherings
around the piano ("Drink to me only
with thine eyes"), were more immortal
than most poetry. He especially
extolled the work of lyricist
Lawrence Hart for "knowing the
exact weight that syllables will bear"
and thus teaching us "to understand
what musif and workscan mean to
each other." Finally, heexplained that
Jazz, once popular and now con-
sidered more rarefied, is for him the
ultimate marriage of the two arts.
This is because the conflict of its
"twofold rhythms" - of speech and
body - recognizes the syncopated
nature of speech and the "necessity
to dig out of speech hidden
prosodical elements."
In the second lecture, Burgess
traced the history of music's
liberation from bondage to song and
to dance. He indicated several
revolutionary moments such as
Bach's manipulation of the
keyboard, which resulted in the
expansion of the musical vocabulary
to 12major and 12minor scales. The
as yet uninvented symphony was
stirring within Bach's innovations:
as Apocalypse Now, Being There,
and The Deer Hunter, the society
would need to charge $.50 at the
door. In a survey taken among the
student body last spring, 97070of
those responding were in favor of
bringing three first-run movies to
campus at a charge of $.50 each. The
motion was turned down by the
Student Council, but it has been
resurrected this year. The directors
are enthusiastic. "We'd like to try it
on a trial basis," said Dietchweiler ,
"We think thestudent body is behind
us on this. With the good graces of
the Student Council, we should be
able to get some excellent films this
year. "
Another primary concern of the'
KFS is not so upbeat. "The biggest
ongoing problem we have," Spodick
said, "is the smoking and drinking in"
Rosse Hall during the films. Rosse
does not belong to us-we use it with
permission-and we are answerable, '
to some degree, for its condition.
Often after a film we'll find food and
garbage on the floor, drinks spilled,
seats broken. We could be on the
receiving end of some drastic action
if it keeps up." .
This year, the directors warned,
security will be tightened during
showtime, and Rosse rules con-
cerning smoking, drinking, and
eating will be enforced. Violators will
be asked to leave, and if infractions
are numerous, the film will be
stopped and the showing cancelled.
The films chosen each year are
based largely on responses to a
survey sent out last spring. The
Society emphasizes that the student's
voice is very important in its
programming decisions, though it is
not the final guide. As Dietchweiler
maintained, part of the organization 's
purpose is to bring films which
people have little chance to see at
commercial theatres-foreign films
in particular. While some students
would like to see the same films year
after year, the KFS tries to avoid
repetition, preferring to work with
fresh material whenever possible.
Nevertheless, despite these qualifying
factors, the survey more or less
determines the master schedule.
"More people should take advantage
of the survey," Spodick affirmed.
"Nothing is more maddening then to
have someone tell you how terrible
all the films at Rosse are and then
admit that he didn't answer the
survey. "
Regarding the public's ap-
preciation of their efforts, the
directors are somewhat resigned.
"Most of the time we don't hear
anything either way," said Spodlck.
"Maybe a few positive comments,
mostly from faculty. But if anything
goes wrong-if a film gets shut
down, or if it"isn't quite up to par, we
really catch hell for it. We don't
search for compliments; silence is
enough. That aspect of the job is
pretty frustrating sometimes, but all
four of us love cinema, and most of
the time, that niakes it worthwhile."
Burgess Offers A Difficult Balance
"From there music began to set itself
free, to create artifacts with the same
emotional, imaginative, and in-
teUectual status as a great work of
literature. "
According to Burgess, music not
only met literature, but in some ways
overtook it in the 19th century. He
read the poetry of Gerard Manley
Hopkins and part of James Joyce's
Finnegan's Wake to show that at that
time literature began imitating music;
it began "moving toward something
that had been the prerequisite of
music, namely the ability to sound
two things at the same time." The
incipient modern tendency to eschew
the immediate straightforward
meaning of words resulted in a
borrowing of musical techniques,
such as Hopkins' emphasis on
stresses rather than syllables, and his
use of striking, alliterative language
that calls attention to itself. The
"primary unintelligibility" in much
of modern literature, Burgess
contended, is directed toward an
effect in which "the imagination
takes in a complex of sounds as it
takes in a complex of musical
sounds, without understanding what
the meaning is, or without even being
prepared to ask what the meaning
is."
The point of the third lecture Wall
that music went so far in the 19th
century as to take over the job of
literature. While musical sounds are
not phonemes, not meaningful in the
linguistic sense, they share with
speech duration and intonation and
action in time rather than space; thus
there is support for music as a kind
of "pseudo-language." There is an
undeniable expressiveness in discord
as opposed to concord, and in the
affirmative quality of a final major
triad. But Richard Strauss believed to
a "demented" degree that his
symphonic poems were capable of
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"making straightforward semantic
sense." He felt he could musically
describe a scene so well that he could
pinpoint a particular brand of lager
or distinguish silver cutlery from
aluminum. In the 19th century, said
Burgess, "music was the ultimate
novel." In Berlioz's Romeo and
Juliet, Romeo is played by a clarinet,
J uliet by an oboe, and "the orchestra
comments on the characters with
great psychological insight."
In the fourth lecture Burgess gave
the podium back over to literature -
he showed how opaque writing, or
writing that is densely packed yet
spare, is ennobled by a special
similarity to music: it can, as music
always can, operate apart from
reference to an object in reality.
(Music does this unless we set it up
with a spoken reference, such as
Romeo = clarinet and Juliet =
oboe) He contrasted this "o-type" of
writing with the "Hype" or the
transparent, facile writing of today's
average best-selling novel. Because of
the opaque writing of Joyce's
Ulysses, the father-son contact made
between Bloom and Daedalus is "not
obvious, it is hidden from us, we
have to peer through the curtain of
the style to find out what's going
on." Opacity would seem to be
richer. It is paradoxical at times,
because it can mean more even all it
simultaneously trips itself up, as in
Burgess' own fictional description of
a jockey who "got up, or down,
from his chair."
Despite his initial disclaimer,
Burgess did at times wax scholarly;
however he would keep things lively
by supplementing musical theory
with a comment on the implicit
danger of the tones of an air-raid
siren. The breadth of the knowledge
brought into the lectures was
astonishing. Burgess felt equally at
home discussing Also Sprach
Zarathustra and Bye Bye, Birdie, the
clavichord and the beat of a trap
drum. One problem was that with
such variety, there was a tendency
toward rambling; certain
progressions of ideas and
associations had an "opacity" that
would rival the densest paragraph of
Joycean prose. With charec-
teristically candid humor, he would
just end an anecdote with, "I don't
know why I'm teUing you all this,"
and glide effortlessly on.
A striking contradiction, one that
appeared in the first and last of the
four lectures, was Burgess' eagerness
to raise the status of popular music to
that of a respectable art, as opposed
to his comic but easily discernable
denigration of "the Irvings" of
lucrative popular fiction. There came
a final admission that, for the
novelist, "o-type" art is often made
possible by the sustenance provided
by "t-type" commercial success:
"To survive, one must teeter on the
edge as Ihave."
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Soccer Beats Ohio Northern After Two Division Losses
a "wall" Mt. Union caught him off
guard and scored the tying goal. This
was characteristic of the festering
defensive mishaps that demoralized
the Lords. Any hope of a comback
was vanquished when Mt. Union
scored in the arne's final minute.
By J. PAUL WEAVER from the bumbling of the Mt. Union
game.
The first score came after a cornet
kick which Chris Barlett handled
with a fine volley pass directly in
front of Tim Truitt. Truitt responded
by nailing the ball Into the top
reaches of the goal mouth The rest
of the first half saw the Lord defense
led by Gerry Stone, stave off many
Ohio Northern offensive surges.
The Kenyon Soccer team's playoff
hopes were virtually dashed as a
result of two losses last week. These
critical setbacks came at the hands of
Steve Bartlett scored the second .
goal on a fine left-footed shot into
the right corner of the goal. The third
goal came moments later when Scott
Levin chopped a penalty kick per-
fectly onto the head of hard charging
Truitt. Now Kenyon's leading scorer,
Truitt put the header past Ohio
Northern's leaping goalie Art
Nordic. Ohio Northern finally scored
off back-up goalie Paul Tobin with
only :28 seconds to play.
An encouraging aspect of
yesterday's game that conclusively
indicates favorable fortunes for next
year's squad were the new faces and
line-up changes which highlighted
I•,
l
f,
_Sop~omore Fritz Ahlers on 'he atllUk
Kenyon's win. Steve Bartlett moved This combination of new faces
to midfield while his brother Chris depth and versatility can ani;
switched to center. This allowed portend good 'omens for the future of
Ralph Smith and Fritz Ahlers to get Kenyon soccer.
plenty of t.im~ at wing. George The Lords' final home game is
Carroll got his first varsity start also. next Tuesday against Heidelberg.Mac Durret (/2) goes after the boll
Wooster and Mr . Union. However, a AI Wooster on Saturday the Lords
win against Ohio Northern yesterday faced their most formidable op-
showed the improvement and ver- ponent of the season. Coach Jeff
satility which the Lords should carry Venne! said after the game that
over into next year's campaign. Wooster was the finest side Kenyon
On October 14 the Lords traveled had yet played. The final saw a 3-1
to Me Union for an important inter- Scott victory. It now appears that the
conference match. After establishing fighting Scots will host the OAC
a 3-0 lead on goals by Chris Barlett, cha~pionships. on November tsr,
Lionel Bernard and Tim Truitt an playing the wmner of Saturday's
inexplicable 'letdown ens~ed. Denison-OWU match.
Defensive mistakes were rampant as Yesterday the Lords finally got a
Mt. Union managed to come back breather. They faced an aggressive
with four gals while stifling the but obviously weaker Ohio Northern
Kenyon attack. The absence of fiesty team and redeemed themselves with a
Tony Elkis was very evident and 3-1 victory. In the first half deft
without his presence the Lord passing and team oriented play
defense could not contain the Mt. allowed Kenyon to control Ohio
Union attackers. Northern's zone. The scoring was
At one point while goalie Frank decisive and the control exhibited by
Spaeth was directing his defense into the Lords was a post facto reprieve
Volleyball Squad Gets "NoBreaks" as
it Strices to Attain Elusite .500 Mark
scores indicated, but the Ladies
couldn't get the breaks when they
needed them.
Head Coach Sandy Martin was
pleased with the way the squad
performed against Ashland. "I
thought we played well; it was just a
matter of a few points going their
way instead of ours. We held our
own; I think we were a bit tired by
the third game." Kenyon lost the
match 12-15, 16-14,8-15, but fought
hard throughout.
The Ladies participated in the
Sinclair Invitational on October 18
and came away with one win in "three
matches. Kenyon lost to Sinclair
Community College 7-15, 14-16 in a
battle that was sloppily played by the
Ladies. The squad arrived at Sinclair
only 15 minutes before game time
and had no chance to warm up,
which may have contributed to its
inconsistent play on the floor.
Kenyon woke up somewhat against
Lorain Community College, winning
6-15, 15-4, 16-14. Martin noted that
the Ladies "didn't really do well, but
Lorain was that tough a team. We
should have done better than we did.
By MARTHA LORENZ Our bumping was poor throughout
the tournament, so we couldn't really
set up our offensive attack."Kenyon's volleyball team dropped
two matches this past Saturday to fall
to 5-9 overall. The Ladies also won
one of three matches at the Sinclair
Invitational, the results of which do
not figure in their season record.
The Ladies lost to Muskingum and
Ashland last Thursday in a pretty
exciting showing. Muskingum, a very
strong squad, bounced Kenyon 15-8,
15-1. The games were closer than the
The Ladies then dropped a pair of
games to Defiance College, 7-15, il-
lS. Defiance has a fairly good team,
and it was: evident that Kenyon's
players were tired, physically and
mentally. This was partially due to
the poor format of the Invitational;
the team played three matches in a
row with no more than a 10-minute
break between each. Also, the Ladies
had to do without the services of
Diana Schaub; Martin alternated
Linda McLaughlin, Kate Mali, and
Jeanne Maine in her top blocker's
place.
The squad travels to OSU to take
on Newark at II:00 a.m. this
Saturday, then goes to Ohio
Wesleyan on Monday for games
versus OWU, Wittenberg, and Mt.
Vernon Nazarene. Martin is con-
fident that the Ladies can defeat all
four of their upcoming opponents;
they have already beaten Nazarene
once and are looking to avenge an
earlier loss to Wittenberg.
Cross Country 10th At All-Ohio
hard week of running to finish in 90th
with a time of 27:06, making him the
18th conference runner. Junior Ed
Corcoran overcame a midrace
tumble and regained enough'
momentum to finish in 27:54, the
25th conference finisher. Jim Par-
mele was next in 28: 13, followed
closely by Jeff Cahn (28:35) and
Andrew Huggins (28:37). Captain
Dan Dewitt rounded out the top
seven.
As a team Kenyon was the 19th
team (of 29) in the meet. In the small
school division the Lords finished
10th of 20, and when the conference
teams were extracted, the team was
5th, with Otterbein,' Baldwin-
Wallace, Ohio Wesleyan, and
wooster ahead of them.
Prospects for the OAC meet, and
beyond, look good. "We're over our
health problems now" says coach
Nick Houston, "and 1think the team
is prepared to run wellthis Saturday,
and then at conference"
This Saturday is a small in-
vitational of about eight teams at
Denison. The women are running
their conference meet this Saturday
at Ohio Wesleyan, and all indications
seem to point to them being in the
race for the team championship.
Going into Iasr Saturday's All-
Ohio Cross Country Championship,
the Kenyon Cross Country team
knew that the race would provide a
good chance to preview the Ohio
Athletic Conference race, held on the
same course a week from this
Saturday. In addition it would
provide the most competitive field of
runners the team had faced so far in
the season. The course weaves in and
around the grounds of a Methodist
Seminary for the first half mile
before it heads out onto the large
private golf course surrounding the
seminary. Although the course has
three taxing hills, the caliber of the
field was sure to guarantee fast times.
The team winner of the race was
amazing Malone college whose two
top runners, both freshmen, took
first and second in the meet.
Kenyon's top finisher was
sophomore Mike Helme, who came
in with a time of 26:54, which made
him the 11th conference finisher. At
the conference meet next Saturday,
the top 25 runners will advance to the
Regional meet.
Senior Bob Standard came off a
Don't Be A Turkey
Make Your
Thanksgiving Vacation
ReservationsUNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
~RADUA TE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
M.B.A. Act Now For
Cheaper ExcurSion Fares.All Majors and Fields invited
Come to our meetings to hear about our MBA and Ph 0
Programs and 10 ask any questions about the curriculum, ad-
missions, financial aid, and career opportunities available in the
following fields of management: Flrst- Knox TravelHealth Administration
Finance
Marketing
General Management
Accounting
Public and NonProfit
Human Resources
Economics
Management Science
Policy
HOMEMADE COOKtES.
AMISH BREADS,AND
FRESH PASTRIES ARE
BAKED LOCALLYFOR Ph. 397 6821-THE VILLAGE DELI
WEDNESDA Y, OCTOBER 29Daily I I :30 a.m. to Midnight
ExceptSunday
Noon 107 p.m.
427-4800
* Five Agents
Contact the Career Development Office for sign ups.
*No Waiting
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Sailing Team Wins Division At Cincinnati Regatta
By JOHN HAYS
The Kenyon sailing team captured
its strongest finish ever, a tie for
second place, at-the Alan Kingman
Memorial Regatta held by the
University of Cincinnati two weeks
ago. Seven schools participated in
this annual event. Kenyon finished
jrd in the "A" division and fresh-
men Chip Kelly and Mike Safranski
took 1st place in the "B" division.
The weekend was marked by very
cold weather with temperatures in the
mid 40's, and a breeze blowing from
the Northwest at ten knots, gusting
to fifteen during the day. The "A"
division, skippered by team captain
Jeff Youngen and crewed by Scott
Trask, sailed well on Saturday but
only managed to be in 5th place at
the end of the day. On Sunday
however, with Heidi Rosekrans
alternating at the helm, Kenyon
gained ground and finished third
overall.
In the "B" division the tempo was
better. Timing their roll tacks per-
fectly Kelly and Safranski "tore
apart the course" as one observer
noted and accumulated four 1st place
finishes out of seven races to finish
lst overall.
Kenyon's last ranking in April by
the Midwest Collegiate Sailing
Association was 15th out of 35
schools. Its position will again be
ranked in November as all regatta
reports have been confirmed.
Kenyon's position should improve
markedly. This weekend Kenyon will
attend Ohio State's "Halloween"
regatta.
Lords Of The Ring Venture To Qualifying Tournament,
Encounter Victory And Defeat In Ultimate Style
By JAY ANANIA
Scene - 6:00 a.m. Saturday
morning - John Haigh, showing the
youthful innocence which makes him
so well-loved, is amazed that the sun
has not yet risen solely to guide his
team's quest. His "somebody get me
a cup of coffee" exemplified the
unreality of the situation that the
•
Lords of the Ring faced. For-
tunately, Custom Foods saved the
day by providing the early morning
sustenance so vital to speeding them
. on their way to the Regional
Qualifying Tournament for the
Midwestern Ultimate Frisbee
Championships.
The turnout of 17 people was
indeed awesome - even Rich Talbot
Field Hockey Shuts Out
Oberlin After OSU Loss
By KAREN ROCKWELL
The Women's field hockey team
brought its record to 5-4 Tuesday as
they shut out Oberlin College 6-0 at
Oberlin. The previous Thursday the
team was defeated by the Ohio State
Buckeyes in Columbus.
With the season rapidly drawing to
a close, Saturday the team will play
the College of Wooster on Airport
Field. This is the last regularly
scheduled game of the season. The
team is looking forward to the state
tournament which they will co-host
with Ohio Wesleyan University at
OWU on Halloween weekend.
Thursday the team enjoyed a
unique experience as they played on
the astro-turf of Ohio Stadium. The
game at OSU was physically different
from games played on grass. The
smooth, banked astro-turf increases
the velocity of the ball, making stick-
work and speed more important than
the power which is required on a
grass field. Ohio State scored the first
goal of the game with three minutes
left in the first half. The second goal
came twelve minutes into the second
half. Kenyon's defense played a
particularly strong game and goalie
Ginger Deely was credited with
nineteen saves.
Tuesday the team traveled to
Oberlin where they greatly improved
their division standings as they
defeated Oberlin 6-0. The Ladies
dominated the game, out shooting
their opponents 27-8. Junior co-
captain Susie Morrill scored the first
goal ten minutes into the game.
The next two goals followed in
rapid succession as junior Anne
Himmelright scored three minutes
after Morrill, and sophomore Sarah
Corey two minutes later. The fourth
goal of the half was scored, again by
Himmelright with just seconds left in
the period.
The Ladies returned in the second
period and continued their
domination of the game as
sophomore Nina Klein scored on an
assist from freshman Sarah Hill six
minutes into the period. Oberlin
played a much more offensive game
in the second half as seven of their
eight shots came in this period.
Kenyon freshman Susie Miller saw
her first action at goalie as she had
five saves. The Ladies regained
control of the game offensively and
Himmelright achieved her first hat
trick of the season as she scored the
final goal with eleven minutes left in
the period.
The learn will play its last home
game this Saturday at 10 a.m.
Looking forward to the state
tournaments the following weekend
co-captain Morrill says that "our
record does not accurately reflect our
season. I think that the rest of the
teams in our division had better
watch out, because we have a very
good chance at winning the state
tournament. "
had come on time (a first for this 4-
year stalwart}. But "It" was not to
be. The Lord's aura of confidence
was shattered as Rich's heretofore
dependable Pontiac station wagon
broke down, seriously demoralizing
his usually irrepressible 'Team J' and
delaying their arrival by two hours.
When the Kenyon team finally
assembled, the field of Ohio
University provided a bleak land-
scape in the early morning rain. The
sea of mud they encountered severely
hampered the day's efforts' as the
Lord's motley collection of old tennis
shoes were no match for the hob-
nailed boots of the OU "Strohs"
team. Although Kenyon lost their
first game 15-8, they at least played
badly.
But the team bounced right back to
smite the team representing "the
goliath which is Ohio State."
Although the game was close into the
second half, the all Senior • 'X
Team;" led by Steve Colman and
Guy vlterta, scored 5 unanswered
goals to help the Lords coast to a 15-
10 win against the overfed Buckeyes.
Stunningly, this series of events had
qualified the Lords for a second day
of action. Kenyon spirits were flying
high (so to speak), at least until the
tournament director broke the news
that their next opponent would be the
incredible contingent from Yellow'
Springs.
Suddenly the demands of
Academia seemed much more
pressing to the Kenyon
scholar/atheletes. The Lords had
valiently tried to keep up with their
studies by reading between goals, but
a second day of frisbee would have
meant ruin for many a 'bee Bio
major. Thus, only ten Lords sallied
forth on a cold Sunday morning to
face Yellow Springs, a learn so
confident of victory that it ate a large
breakfast only minutes before the
match.
However, the Left Reverend 'no
hands' Jay "I'm So Open" Anania
infused the Peter Neil Dayton II
lucky charm frisbee with the force of
Whammo (the frisbee deity) and
sparked the ever optimistic (if
somewhat naive) Lords to a first half
victory, which was promptly
dedicated to the injured duo of
Warren "Zevon", and Keith Krusz.
The town of Carrolton, Kentucky
supplied Malt Richey and Todd
McDowell, 'who along with their
friends Danny and Lisa, led their
team to a 7-5 lead. The OU South
Green was abuzz - Yellow Springs
was being embarrassed by the
humble Lords. But not even the good
spirits of Jeff Zacharia and the
athletic prowess of Ron "just go to
Athens" DeVore could hold off
Yellow Springs, which put on an
impressive, display of 'bee fun-
damentals and won 15-8. After the
match, Bob the Bumblebee referred
to Kenyon's unorthodox rhythms
when explaining the first half
collapse of his team's sophisticated
attack. His analysis was correct.
"Frisbee Fred" Grubb and Matt
Richey had, perhaps foolishly, risked
their physical well-being, but Kenyon
had once again upheld their Perry
Degener inspired tradition of
alternative Frisbee - playing well,
but losing consistently.
Football Nipped By Otterbein
ByMARTHA LORENZ
Kenyon's football squad was
defeated 26-20 by Otterbein last
Saturday. The Lords, now 3-4,
rallied from a first-half deficit to take
the lead, but the Cardinals staged a
comeback of their own to grab the
victory.
Otterbein jumped out to a 3-0 lead
on a 32-yard field goal by Jim Hoyle.
It was the first of a school record
four field goals for the All-Ohio
Conference place kicker. In the
second period, the Cardinals went up
10-0, as quarterback Brook
McDonald burned the Lord defense
with a daz zhng B'l-yard run.
Otterbein widened its halftime ad-
vantage to 13-0 when Hoyle split the
uprights from 32 yards out.
Kenyon's offense, which had little
success in the first half, caught fire
under the command of Mike Handel.
The sophomore quarterback, who
replaced John Coffey when the
starter suffered a mild concussion in
the second quarter, mixed aerials to
Jim Mazzella and Jim Steuber with
the running of Mazzella and Jim
Ginley to give Kenyon its first score.
Mazzella capped the 14-play, 79-yard
drive by bowling over from one yard
out. Mark Gallivan's extra point
made it 16-7.
The Lords registered another
touchdown in the third period, this
time taking advantage of an
Otterbein miscue. When McDonald
fumbled, sophomore defensive tackle
Ross Miller snatched the ball out of
the air and romped 49 yards with if
for a touchdown. The extra point
failed, but Kenyon was now down
only 16-13 and had momentum on its
side. It was the Lords' second TD in
the space of only two minutes.
In the fourth quarter, the Lords'
defense, led by Miller and Marc
Murphy, stifled Otterbein on its first
possession. The Cardinals were
forced to punt, and Dallas Sharp's
kick went off the side of his foot. The
punt, which traveled only 2Qyards to
Otterbein's 40, was returned to the
32-yard-line by Ginley. Mazzella's
hard running brought it all the way to
the four, and Ginley punched it in
The Village Market
Gambier's village grocery
Beers, wines, meats, cheeses, produce,
groceries
from there. Gallivan's extra point
gave the Lords their only lead, 20-16.
However, Otterbein finally
responded. The offense, which had
been ineffective in the third period,
put together a 64-yard march which
was capped by freshman Chris
Roark's four-yard run. Hoyle hit the
PAT to make it 23-20 with 7:57
remaining.
Otterbein notched another field
goal, this one of 24 yards, following
a Lord fumble on the Kenyon 36.
Trailing 26-20, Kenyon had one more
chance to pull the game out. It was
not to be, however. After moving 36
yards to Otterbein's 46, Handel had a
pass picked off by defensive back
Dave Vulgamore with 1:03 to play.
The interception ended Kenyon's
hopes to go over the .500 mark.
The Lords will host an outstanding
Baldwin-Wallace squad Saturday at
1:30. B-W, the undefeated Red
Division leader, is ranked ninth in the
Ohio Athletic Conference in total
Idefense and first in. total offense.
ONE HUGE CUP OF HOT
HOMEMADE SOUP
PLUS A CHEWY BAGEL WITH
CREAMCHEESE FROM
A NEARBY FARM
ISONLY$I.60AT
THE VILLAGE DELI
Caples .. _ ... 2
Farr_ ..... _ 1 _
Gund ... _ •. 1~ --
Leonard ...... I
Lewis ...... 1
Norton .. '.' .. 1
Old Kenyon ...... I
i~ - - ~--=-=-=~=-::-:::-:-=-:
'" <&.CJ:!. Smith & e:• ~ HARDWARE. PAINTS. HOUSEWARES .-.NDLAWN SUPPLIES• ~ VlNE&MULBERRYSTREETS 0MOUNTVERNON.OHI04)030 (614)J9'7·S741
I - - - - - - - - - -
Daily11:30 a.m. to Midnight
ExceptSunday
Noon to 7 p.m.
427--4800
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•South African Iruestment
Is Momlly Unjustifiable Council Elects Committee Members
continued from page three
to, address the fundamental
problems of South Africa e.g. land
division, institutional rascism, and
political disenfranchisement of the
non whites. Also, black leaders who
do oppose Apartheid, encourage
divestment because they feel it would
do more to undermine the white
regime than exacerbate the already
abysmal conditions under which the
blacks live.
The third contention is nonsense.
The battle for the liberation of South
Africa has already begun.
America must divest its interests
from South Africa. We have no right
10 yield a profit and support such an
anomie as the Pretorian regime. We
have no right to support the con-
tinued exploitation and repression of
millions of blacks. To divest our
interest from South Africa will force
the Afrikaner's to confront the
wrongs they have done and redress
them. If we stay we only serve to
support the illusions that their system
can either continue forever or, that
with the support of the west, they can
win an armed confrontation. We
have to do what we can to forestall a
potential bloodbath of unimaginable
magnitude.
Kenyon should divest its holdings
from corporations which do business
in South Africa for the following
reasons.
First, it is immoral for us to swim,
dine or reside in what amounts to
edifices to the financial benefits of
institutional rascism and the
systematic exploitation of black
labour.
Second, Kenyon may well increase
the rate of its return by divesting.
The Journal of Portfolio
management concluded that "the
effect on portfolio risk of excluding
the companies on South African, the
150 to 200 major US companies is,
contrary to intution, not particularly
important." In fact Shear son,
Hayden and Stone Inc. concluded
that divestment may well increase
investment returns because of the low
rate of return yielded by America's
large corporations.
Hence through investments in
corporations which have holdings in
South Africa we are both supporting
and profiting from rasclsm. There is
no reason not to divest.
By the time you finish your dinner
tonight, three black children will
have died of malnutrition, under the
current Botha regime in South
Africa. Also note that South Africa
oosseses some of the most advanced
agricultural technology in the world.
and Joe Caperna.
The Delegation to the President
includes Peter Dayton, Judy
Student Council completed Silberschlag, and Val Schaff.
elections to its standing committees The Delegation to the Provost
and delegations last Sunday evening. includes Betsy Title, Veronica Smith,
The elections were completed in two and Bruce Berlin.
weeks, which will allow the com- The Delegation to the Vice.
mlttees to get an early start. The All- President of Finance includes Steve
College Events Committee and the Coenen, Zali Win, and Peter
Social ActivitiesCommittee will meet Resnick.
this week. Social Board has already The Delegation to the Vice.
produced a concert in Gund Com- President for Development includes
mons. Ralph Smith, Bruce Berlin, and
The result of the elections are as Kristin Hay.
follows: The Trustee Committee on
The Food Service Committee Finance and Budget includes Stu
includes Garret Hannegan, Stephanie Shepard, Keith Krusz, and Jim
Suntken, Steve Coenen, Nancy Zellner.
Powers, and SteveBaas. The Trustee Committee on
The -Media Board includes E. Curriculum and Faculty includes Jon
Graham Robb, Steven H. Blomgren, IP~,:;n:t~':'~'":B~':U:':''':B:':'~I:;n:';'':N,~g~W~':'':;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;,
... '* '* ... '* '* '* '* '* ••. *
• : The V I Enjoy the Dew
• Village Bicycle • stereo ~Dkebox
• Shop
• • • • Happy Hours Mon., Tues., & Sat.
.. .. j p.m.-2:JO a.m.
.. SALES-SERVICE .. Chicken Parmigiana with Spaghetti and
.. New: Fuji's & Miyatas It 9
Salad, Bread and Butter ..... ;)3.50.. Quality Used Bicycles ..
... Fu III ine of accessories .. Special Prices/or Kenyon Students
.. Lower Level Farr Hall It on Food and Beverages
.. 427-3404 Noon-6 It•................
Mikhail, and Jenny Pierson.
The Trustee Committee On
Development includes Larry
Friedberg, Helen Bemis, and Doug
Ramsayer.
By STEVEN ROSENBUSH
" ... ANDADELIISA
UNIQUEPLACE."
Mann
THE VILLAGE DELI
Daily I t:30a.m. to Midnight
Except Sunday
Noonto 7 p.m.
427-4800
Correction
In our last issue, Student Council
President Dan Mechem's letter was
printed incorrectly. The final sen-
tence of the second paragraph should
have read: Thus, the Alcohol Study
Group exists not to condemn the
drinking behavior of students -at
large.
Unfortunately, the sentence was
printed without the not, thus
completely altering the meaning of
Mr. Mechem's letter.
We sincerely apologize for this
carelessmistake.
The Kenyon Board of Trustees will
hold informal meetings for students
on Friday, October 24th, between
4:00 p.m. and 5:]0 p.m. in Peirce
Hall Lounge and Weaver COllage. $$$
Earn extra money on
-Election Day-
Thesday, November 4
Non-partisan work.
Weprovide all the training,
If interested call or write:
Yau'tlJind happy shopping in
our spar/swear & lingerie depts
According to Dean Edwards, the
meeting was scheduled to give
students the opportunity to talk, ask
questions, and share viewpoints on
matters of mutual concern with the
Trustees.
Edwards stated, "The Trustees
sincerely hope that you will stop by
either Peirce or Weaver Cottage, if
only to introduce yourself. Bring a
friend or two if you like."
A Fine Store In A Fine Town
Downtown Mount VernonI RESTRING
RACQUETS
Same Day Service
(419)526-4333
Election Day Work
458 Park Avenue West
Mansfield, Ohio 44906
397-4433BARNCORDSHOE
REPAIR
THE BEST OF
NATIONAL
BRANDS
FOR LESS
Call Tim At
PBX 2224
r.id ror byThe Ohio Commi1lec ror Free Enterl'rI"" C'''''petition
11"1>0;,,,T, Baile~',Secret"'}, '.0 F.a>t To"',,. S"i'e 1550. Cnl""'I",", Ohio .3215
~E1-IIDe~1f-~:t1J1
a.~".f
(1lIlING YQUIl OWN '#ref)
j,~
North Side Public Square
MI. Vemon
PIRATES' COVE
Now Playing
427·2152 427-2152
Pizza Specials v
Middle-Age Crazy
In House-Carryout-Delivery
Student Night 10 p.m,-2 a.m, Every Tuesday
Pirates' Treat 5 p.m.-tO p.m. Every Wednesday
Sm $2.40 Med $3.40 Large $4.40 X-Large $5.40
Starring
Bruce Dem and
Ann Margaret
Rated R Up to Two Item Pizza
ALL IN HOUSE FOUNTAIN SOFT DRINKS
Y2 Price
WITH SPECIAL PIZZA PURCHASE
Sun toe . T~ 2 430. 7, 9.30. FlO 7,
9:30, m,dn,ght_ Sal 10 a m 2 Dm 430,
7,9 30. m'dn'C~1 Mon 8. Wed 7.930
Coast to Coast
Starring
Robert Blake
Hours of Operation (While College is in Session)
• ' .. S I> T~£O~LlPHoIli 5(ISJOI!
I'I.A~~EP-BEI.H~'
• 10liR PHOTOI5IN('(UCn III
T~i r[ARBOOK· FRE£"
Sun" T~_, tn. 2. 4:30. 7:15. 9:45: Fri.
7:15. 9:45, midnight; Sat. 10 a.m.. 2
p.m.. 4:30, 7:15. 9:45. mldnlg~t; Men. &
Wed.7:15, 9:45
Daily
5 p,m,-2 a.m,
Delivery
6 p.m,-2 a.rn.
During the week of October 20·24 appointmenlS will be
scheduled by the REVEILLE Staff during lunch and
dinner at Gund & Peirce.
SESSION DATES: OCTOBER 27·31
In addition to the outdoor informal photos, formal photo-
graphswillbe taken on these dates in the Black Student
Loungoe/2rlC1 Floor Petree: from 5:00 p.m.. 7:00 c.rn.
eachevening.
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